
                                  Artists’ statements and bios

Rebecca Allan
www.rebeccaallan.com

Rebecca Allan is a New York-based visual artist known for her richly layered and chromatically nu-
anced abstract paintings. Her work investigates watershed environments and is inspired by her deep 
interest in botany and land conservation. Bringing together her expertise in art and horticulture, in 
2018 Allan established Painterly Gardens, a firm specializing in sustainable garden design.

Exhibiting in the United States and abroad for over 25 years, Allan has been represented in 40 solo, and 
24 group exhibitions, nationally and abroad. Her work is represented in the U.S. Art-in-Embassies Pro-
gram with a recent acquisition for the permanent collection of the new U.S. Embassy in Oslo, Norway.

Roxanne Baechler
www.roxcraftdesigns.com

I interpret vintage photos in different ways.

Leslie Blackmon
www.leslieblackmon.com

My work is grounded in observation, but that observation is just the starting point. Deep engagement with my 
subject catalyzes a range of associations, memories and sensations; these find their way into the painting via an 
exploratory process that embraces intuition, impulse and invention. Observed forms are manipulated and trans-
formed—as marks, colors and shapes generated by my internal response to those forms make their appearance 
in paint. I strive for an image that strikes the optimal balance between depicting my subject and recording my 
response to the subject. That balance hovers at a crossroads between representation and abstraction.

Leslie Blackmon is a painter living in Washington, DC. She is a graduate of the Washington Studio 
School’s Master Certificate Program.  

Darlene Blaurock
www.artalatte.com

Darluv is a Mixed Media Artist/visual artist and educator living in Wantagh, New York.  She studied 
Graphic Design at the School of Visual Arts in NYC. As an artist she has been focusing on getting her 
artwork into galleries and exhibitions and has been invited to show her work in a multitude of juried 
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and some non-juried exhibits all over the United States. She started creating her mixed media 
paintings in 2018. Darluv’s artistic style is a combination of the real and the imagined. A collage of 
iconography, silhouettes and symbolism combined with acrylic paint, found objects, watercolor 
paint and neo-pastels. By building layers of materials from opaque to translucent to transparent 
she creates depth and texture in her mixed media works of art. They coalesce into portraits that 
have a new abstract identity. She references biblical themes, pop culture and history. It is the artist’s 
personal view of social and cultural issues. Through subjective interpretation and unconventional 
techniques she captures their individual personalities. The artist is also known as @artalatte on 
Instagram and her website www.artalatte.com

Carol Diamond
www.caroldiamond.com

Carol Diamond is a painter and sculptor who lives in New York City. Her newest work is predomi-
nately multimedia, and encompasses oil painting, found materials, assemblage, sculpture and plein 
air drawings. Often executed concurrently, her artworks in various media are driven by the tension 
and tumult of urban life. A mainstay of Diamond’s inspiration is the architectural site of New York 
City as seen through a subjective lens, sometimes darkly. 

Diamond has presented her work in many solo and group shows both in New York City, upstate 
New York and nationally. Recent venues include solo shows at the Eyes on Main Street Gallery in 
Wilson, North Carolina, Kent State University, and the Painting Center in New York City. Originally 
from Cleveland, Diamond earned a B.F.A. in painting from Cornell University and continued study 
at the New York Studio School. Her artwork is included in public and private collections, including 
the Portland, Oregon Museum of Art, Amerata Hess Corp, and Safe Auto. Diamond’s work has been 
reviewed by Artwatch, Too Much Art, Manhattan Times, and interviews with the artist have appeared 
in Painting Perceptions, and on WJFF Radio. Her art writing and reviews are published in Art Critical, 
Painters on Painting, Two Coats of Paint, and Delicious Line. 

Awards, grants and residencies for her work include the Pratt Institute Professional Development 
Grant, a Purchase Prize from the American Academy of Arts and Letters’ Invitational Exhibition, 
the National Academy Museum’s Edwin Palmer Prize and a Vermont Studio Center Residency. 
Diamond teaches at Pratt Institute where she is an Adjunct Associate Professor and has served on 
the faculty since 2000. She also teaches graphic design at CUNY’s City College of Technology and 
has lectured and taught at other institutions including NYU, the New York Studio School, Lehman 
College and the Chautauqua Institute. 

Heather Drayzen
www.heatherdrayzen.com

I paint people I love in small moments from everyday life. Drawing inspiration from source material that is 
very personal—including family photos—I’m interested in the malleability of memory and its quiet haziness 
and its waves of clarity. Through my selection of subjects, I reflect on my own memories as well as collective 
family memories. I sample images freely from my past and present, bridging the gap between how I see 
myself and how I see others.

My paintings are rendered with gestural brushwork in order to capture iridescent light, radiant color, and 
movement. Most recently, I’ve been painting interiors and landscapes while incorporating figurative ele-
ments. My colors and loose brush strokes aim at revealing empathy and connection between time, space 



and subject. Through this, I’m hoping to highlight the narrative threads between my subjects as well as their 
interrelation with their surroundings. All my paintings are vignettes within the larger narrative of my life.

Heather Drayzen is an artist and educator living in Brooklyn, New York. She earned her BFA from 
School of Visual Arts and her MAT from Rhode Island School of Design. She is continuing her edu-
cation through the New York City Crit Club.

Susan Gilbert
www.flexart.space

I am primarily a painter but like to include 3D elements in my pieces. BOWL-O-RAMA is colored pencil on 
paper but I have added a cutout metal frame around the central image with smaller cutout pieces pop rivet-
ed to it. The frame is then painted with oils. In my work I take inspiration from American pop culture, events 
in my own life and tell the stories of my observations about both. The forms that my work takes comes from 
the toys I played with as a child. Not so much in this piece but Barbie and Ken are my main characters. I 
think of my art making as my play time.

Cassie Gnehm
www.cassiegnehm.com

My work is about creating new meaning from the synthesis of art history, contemporary media, and our 
collective experience in the world. I interweave female forms both past and present by layering imagery and 
texture painted using traditional and experimental techniques. These intricate portraits recreate women’s 
roles by showing them with strength and power. Through the complex history of figurative oil painting, I 
connect my work with the viewer in ways that didn’t exist previously.

Sarah King
www.sarahkingpaints.com

Motherhood has been both the greatest transition and biggest challenge I have ever faced. My entire 
identity, day to day life, and art has all gone through an incredible transformation. I believe that there 
are many misconceptions about motherhood. Pregnancy, for example, was not my favorite physiology 
yet I am blasted with idealized  images of it, both historically and in contemporary media. I wanted my 
work to document both the beauty and the challenges faced by me, and other mothers. These moments 
are often unspoken and undocumented and yet they are what we encounter as mothers daily. Going to 
the bathroom, bathing, sleeping (or not), our relationship with our partner, are all important daily chal-
lenges we face.

Recently, with the on-going pandemic, motherhood has magnified my feelings of love, joy, anxiety, 
fear, guilt, claustrophobia, and isolation. Navigating this experience while parenting has brought an 
added intensity to these pieces. With the birth of my second child in the spring of 2019 I felt as if I had 
come out of the haze of new parenthood. I had just started sleeping through the night and I felt a sense 
of regained freedom that comes as the baby ages. Then Covid-19 hit and all of the postpartum feelings 
I had experienced returned and were amplified through this new pandemic lens. This body of work 
is a result of my reckoning with this lens, as I deal with my new life postpartum all while parenting 
through Covid.   



Tina Kraft
www.tinakraft.com

I make most of my paintings from observation.  I spend time looking at great works of art from the past to 
learn from and also to have a dialogue with as I paint. I search for the geometry found in nature; like divisions 
in the canvas, rhythms and a way of moving around the motif as I work. When I paint, I am responding sen-
sitively to the color and tone I see. The marks I put down begin to have a relationship with the previous marks.  
All this has to be considered as I progress in the painting. I am interested in the likeness and presence of my 
motif.  If I am successful, the painting gives the viewer a feeling of authenticity, a truth in its DNA.

Tina Kraft has been living in South Florida for the last three decades. She earned a Bachelor of Fine 
Arts from Florida Atlantic University. In 2010, she moved to New York City to study painting and 
drawing and received a Master of Fine Arts degree from The New York Studio School. Since re-
turning to her home in Florida, she has focused her attention on working from nature in the land-
scape and the human figure.   Her work has been included in various group and solo shows in New 
York, California, and Florida. 

Brian Madonna
www.brianmadonnaart.com

Through the depiction of the often isolated figure, solid and contorted, my work makes tangible a sentiment of 
psychological incoherence and a frantic grasping for solidity. By exhuming my family’s experience of abuse at 
the hands of cult leaders, a familiar fragmentation of reality is found comparable with the contemporary ex-
perience of alienation. These autobiographical explorations lead me to then dissect the power structures of the 
world outside the cult. As the figures in my work are misshapen, controlled and manipulated, the effect of time 
produced by the the reworking of a painting reveals a common trauma of the human experience. The heavily 
textured material surface of paint that I employ makes tangible this emotion and exposure. 

The surface texture of the paint increases the acknowledgement of my authorship in production, empha-
sizing my biography and individual hand. In many portraits the masses of paint signify psychological and 
physical trauma as its heavy-handed application produces a bounded feeling in the figure. Individual fea-
tures are broken to show the absorption of the individual into a collectivistic machine, while others fight 
to maintain a sense of recognition. By isolating the figures the alienation, either forced or willfully chosen, 
becomes even more apparent. Overall my figural paintings maintain a fleshy sense of humanity that never 
fully dissolves, leaving the ability to achieve individual connection. 

Brian Madonna received his BFA at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago and is a Graduate 
Candidate at Hunter College. Using heavily-bodied oil paint, Brian’s work primarily examines the 
individual and their experience. He has shown work in New York City, San Francisco, Chicago, Phil-
adelphia, and Delaware. Brian currently lives and works in Brooklyn with his wife. 

James March
www.jamesmarch.net

My paintings are about space, form and energy. 

I generally start painting without preconceived notions as to the final outcome and build space through a se-
ries of constructions and destruction’s. In my recent paintings I combine the techniques of Abstract Expres-
sionism and Geometric Abstraction with those of Op Art. I call it Op-Expressionism.



Born: Cleveland, Ohio 
Education: Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Art, BFA 
Kent State University, MFA 
Ohio Individual Excellence Award for Painting, 2009 
Represented in Cleveland, Ohio by the Harris-Stanton Gallery  
        and by Art Design Consultants in Cincinnati, Ohio 
European representative is the Art Catto Gallery in Loule, Portugal 
Largest Corp. Art Collection: PNC Bank (20 paintings)

Since 1976 James March has exhibited his work in more than thirty one-man shows in Ohio, Penn-
sylvania, Florida and New York City. 

Megan Marden
http://www.meganmarden.com

One concentration in my work is the conveyance of a stillness, a retreat for personal space, as its own regen-
erative answer to the fraught cultural traffic so difficult to avoid in modern times.

My work reflects a period of honest, quiet looking. While my practice has been informed by a long tradition 
of perceptual painting and formal concerns in painting—I’ve come to socially position my work as “the other 
side of the coin.” I’ve come of age in a time of rapidly-changing technology and over-stimulation. Perceptual 
painting has become an important meditative practice to me—both creating paintings and drawings myself, 
and also experiencing the work of other artists.

Sam Marks
https://www.sammarksart.com

Committed to the idea of art as therapy for both the creator and viewer, I use printmaking, mixed-media 
painting, drawing, and video to cope with and depict my experience living with anxiety. The main goals of 
my practice are to unpack, normalize, and advocate for mental health issues with compassion, humor, and 
whimsy. My hope is that others can identify with and gain a sense of relief from my body of work.

‘The Quarantine Series’—21 pieces made with paint and ink on plywood—confronts the anxiety, isolation, 
and uncertainty brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. With each piece named after the month of the pan-
demic in which it was created, ‘The Quarantine Series’ chronicles the ever-changing landscape of anxiety 
during the lockdowns. 

To represent our collective anxiety and my personal experience with it, I painted acrylic onto salvaged 
plywood in a gestural, expressive and intuitive process. I then drew an intricate and overlapping grid on the 
dried paint. The grid, in effect, makes the artistic decisions in advance, so the only task each day was to sit 
down, dip into ink, and draw lines. The thousands of lines I drew every day tally the passage of time and are 
a growing record of my efforts to manage my anxiety and uncertainty during the lockdowns.The daily ritual 
of focusing narrowly on the next line I drew allowed me to control what I can control and appreciate the 
things that are certain.

My hope is that my work brings a perspective to anxiety and mental health that inspires viewers to con-
nect with themselves, with each other, and with our shared humanity, generating possibilities for collec-
tive hope and solace.



Madeleine Mattson
http://matssonarts.com/
My work searches for and constantly calls into question the line between abstraction and reality. The shapes that 
branches make against the sky are like complex puzzle pieces. Growing up with roots in Europe and New England, 
trees were always a constant in my life, and transcend the boundaries of national identity. Even now, during a 
pandemic and in an environment of urban alienation, parks, graveyards, and other overlooked destinations have 
helped me remain rooted. When working from life, my best output comes through intense focus and speed allow-
ing me to often finish paintings in a day as I race to capture the experience through colors and forms. 

Madeleine Matsson was born in Sweden, grew up in the US, and completed her MFA in 2019 from the 
New York Studio School of Drawing, Painting & Sculpture where she was the recipient of several scholar-
ships including from the Milton and Sally Avery Arts Foundation. She received her BFA from Concordia 
University, Montreal, Canada in 2008. Since moving to NYC, in 2012, she has exhibited in group shows 
across the boroughs. Internationally, she has shown in Canada, Sweden, Austria, Mexico, and Guatemala. 
She recently completed a three month residency via LMCC’s 2021 Governors Island Residency Initiative, 
in response to the COVID-19 crisis and its devastating impact across the NYC cultural landscape.

Nancy McCarthy
www.nancymccarthypainting.com

Nancy McCarthy’s recent exhibitions include shows at There Gallery, NYC. Awards include: Visiting 
Artist, Beijing Royal School; residency at Inside Out Museum, Beijing; a St. Botolph Foundation Award; 
Vermont Studio Center Artist’s Grant and a Ragdale Foundation Fellowship. She is co-owner of Black 
Pond Studio in Rehoboth, MA. She holds a BFA from MassArt and an MFA from Lesley University.

William Meddick
www.meddickart.net
My work is representational with a bit of an emotional kick. My work is of an array of subject matters, still 
life, landscapes, figurative and interiors. Just like eating dinner, getting ready for bed or when working on 
my art, painting has become my daily visual diary. Privately, I envision my life more exciting than it really 
is so I tend to intensify the reality. When I am looking at daily life from what I conceive as an average 
viewer, I tend to insert personal symbolic imagery to try to elevate the artwork. 

Kevin Mitchell
https://www.instagram.com/kevin.e.mitchell/

Current painting philosophies involve examining the surfaces of objects, painting and repainting the 
edges to create fleshy, painterly surfaces with loaded brushstrokes of broken, muddy colors. Bones 
are laden structures with solid forms and subtle, off white tonal variations so that with each rework, 
they become denser, geometric forms. The boxes also serve as containers, and offer a shape, color 
and wall or stage for the central forms. Inside Out is a visual mental anguish of current times.  

Jason Mones
www.jasonmones.com

Jason has been exhibiting in and around the NY metro area for several years. His recent work portrays 
the various forms of crowds  both sincere and sardonic. Jason lives and works in Kingston, NY.



Kathy A. Moore
www.kathyamoore.com

Kathy A. Moore has a BFA in Painting from Wright State University in Dayton Ohio. She works 
from direct observation of the still life motif. Kathy has exhibited extensively with her work se-
lected into over forty national and international juried art competitions. She is an affiliate mem-
ber of First Street Gallery in NYC.

Christopher “War” Guerra Morales
Christopher “War” Guerra Morales was born in Queens in 1998, and has spent most of his life in Brook-
lyn. He is the proud child of Mexican parents. He began drawing at an early age by copying Metal band 
album covers under the direction of his favorite uncle Tio Calaca. He arrived at El Puente Academy for 
Peace and Justice as a high school freshman with a backpack full of sketchbooks. There he continued 
to develop his singular style by studying the artwork and history of his Mexican culture, including the 
Mexican Revolution, the Aztecs and the Maya and the works of the Mexican Mural Movement. He be-
gan designing and painting murals with the Brooklyn mural group Los Muralistas de El Puente in 2019.   

Robert Morrissey
www.rrmorrissey.com

My work is focused on exploring relationships—interpersonal relationships, relationships to objects, one’s 
relationship to the environment, and relationships among the formal elements of visual communication.

Danielle Mužina
www.pink-apocalypse.com and www.daniellemuzina.com 

Danielle Mužina is an artist and educator from Cleveland, Ohio. She received her B.F.A at Ohio 
Wesleyan University, her M.A. at Eastern Illinois University, and her M.F.A. at Miami University. She 
has studied at the Jerusalem Studio School in Civita Castellana, Italy, and has completed residencies 
at the Sam and Adele Golden Foundation, the Chautauqua School of Art and the Vermont Studio 
Center. Mužina’s work has been shown at numerous galleries nationally including First Street 
Gallery and Prince Street Gallery in New York, NY, Woskob Family Gallery in State College, PA, the 
Gertrude Herbert Institute of Art in Augusta, GA, and Verum Ultimum Gallery in Portland, OR. 

Mužina makes paintings that explore place, identity and crisis, inspired by her experiences as a 
member of a family that immigrated from Croatia. In 2019, Mužina won an Artist Enrichment Grant 
from the Kentucky Foundation for Women to support her body of figurative paintings addressing 
the charged interpersonal and intergenerational dynamics between women on an everyday level 
as we negotiate differing perspectives within the self, family, and community in turbulent moments. 
She currently lives and works in Murray, KY as Assistant Professor of Painting at Murray State Uni-
versity. She has been recognized with her institution’s Emerging Scholar Award in 2019 and Excel-
lence in Teaching Award in 2021.

Misato Pang
www.misatopangart.com

Born and raised in Hong Kong to Japanese and Chinese parents, Misato migrated to the United States 
during late adolescence. Up until recently, she lived in New York City and relocated to St. Louis in the 
past year. Misato’s works overlap personal narrative and cultural events, some of which allude to cur-



rent social phenomenon and political discourse in Asia. She has participated in various residencies and 
exhibitions in the United States and Japan. Her most recent solo exhibition, “Breakdown”, was a two-
part exhibition that guides viewers through phases of the artist’s creative process using verbal and visu-
al languages. The synthesis of visual and auditory cues recreate spaces and moments in time, hence 
inviting the viewers to reflect and enter these intimate spaces that happened in isolation and solitude.

Erin Perrazzelli
https://www.instagram.com/erinhaldrup.perrazzelli/

I paint many subjects but lately I have been focused on portraiture. I’ve been going through and also 
supporting my husband through a pretty intense few years of grieving because we had a sudden 
loss and I think we’re slowly coming back to normalcy. The eyes in this portrait have two different 
expressions—one side is bewildered and looking inward or into an inward abyss. The other side 
shows an expression of strength or resolve. It’s a lot to read into it, but eyes are the window to the 
soul after all—and this is why I love portraiture. You never know what you may be able to express, 
whether it’s your own emotions projected onto the sitter—or some kind of deep mysterious affinity 
for the sitter’s state of mind.  I’m hoping to complete many portraits over the next several years.

Matthew Pinney
www.mattpinney.com

All of us experienced the trauma of the pandemic and its effects were not just the disease itself. The psycho-
logical impacts are still a major part of the experience of the last year. Loneliness, boredom, and feelings of 
isolation also have been common feelings for myself and many of my friends. During this time I fantasized 
about the things that I haven’t been able to do and even thought of things that were impossible. Fantasies 
about intimacy took a decidedly pornographic turn in the absence of partners and the possibility of meeting 
someone. Many of my daydreams took on a heightened theatricality that I seek to capture in my work. 

Matt Pinney is a painter living and working in Washington D.C. He has shown his work nationally 
and internationally. Pinney is an Associate Professor at Northern Virginia Community College’s 
Manassas campus where he teaches studio art. He was also a faculty member at The Art League at 
the Torpedo Factory from 2012-2019 where he won the Clemente Faculty Award at the Patron’s show 
in 2017. Pinney has been awarded the DC Commission of the Arts and Humanities Fellowship for 
the past four years and the purchase award from DCCAH’s Washington Collection in 2016, 2017 and 
2019. Pinney received his Masters of Fine Arts from the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts and 
his Bachelors of Fine Arts from Indiana University in Bloomington, Indiana.

Adam Pitt
www.korporateculture.com

I spent many years working in a large corporation and hiding my identity as an Artist. While working as a 
part of the corporate environment as a visual artist, I find myself separated from it. I see the businessman 
as an icon. His power, fear, demands, weaknesses, identity, stoicism and lack of self-awareness give me my 
artistic material.  He is the product of our culture and time and is our symbol of man. The dynamics of his 
relationships with his fellow workers is our model of society.  There is horror, humor, humanism, and irony 
surrounding all I do. I call my body of woodcuts Korporate Culture and have a website and Instagram han-
dle of the same name. Business as Usual was developed starting in 2019 but took form during the incidents 
during 2020 surrounding the murder of George Floyd.



Neil Plotkin
www.neilplotkin.com 

Neil Plotkin was born and raised in Detroit, Michigan. He received his BFA in Drawing and his BA 
in Art History at the University of Michigan. After living in London, England and Prague, he moved 
to New York in 1995 and studied at the New York Academy of Art. He has had his work exhibited 
in Europe and the United States and has work in private and public collections. He has been writ-
ing about artists and interviewing artists since the birth of his first son. He currently lives with his 
family in Brooklyn, NY.

Rebecca Gray Rolke
https://bowerygallery.wordpress.com/2016/07/12/rebecca-gray-rolke/ 

Solo shows: Invitational, Bowery Gallery, NYC; A St. Gallery, Boston, MA; UMass Amherst, MA; 
Boston City Hall, Boston, MA

Selected Group Shows: Bowery Gallery, NYC; Blue Mountain Gallery, NYC; Prince St. Gal-
lery, NYC; First Street Gallery, NYC; Rose Art Museum, Waltham MA; Art Complex Museum, 
Duxbury, MA; Thorne-Sagendorph Gallery, Keene State College, Keene, NH; Danforth Mu-
seum, Framingham, MA; Provincetown Art Association and Museum, Provincetown, MA; 
Wingspread Gallery, Northeast Harbor, ME; Atlantic Gallery, Boston, MA; Boston University 
Art Gallery. 

Gregg Rosen
www.greggrosen.net

I’m an artist who works both abstractly and realistically. A recent series of works is entitled “The Diner 
of Lost Souls.” The Night Manager is the boss of this All night diner. It is a nocturne story with charac-
ters revolved around a North Jersey diner.

These are a collection of characters—some forgotten by society. The story upholds the adage that “Noth-
ing good happens after midnight.” The theme takes inspiration from film noir cinema and the dark side of 
life that happens in the wee hours.

Mark Rosenthal
www.markrosenthal.com

I create abstract images that have their origin in personal narrative. The titles are added last. The stories 
are emotionally clear to me but remain mysterious in content. The excitement is in finding characters or 
subjects in my narratives that arise spontaneously during the creative process. My work changed during 
lockdown. I developed a painting technique using thick and thin layers of paint blotted with newspaper. I 
begin each painting with a color. I then layer thick and thin paint until an image begins to appear with a 
clarity of light and space. As I run a straw brush through thick layers of color, I am excited and terrified 
to see what may happen, never knowing which of the layers of wet paint will dominate. I think often of 
Freud’s metaphor for the subconscious as an archeological site where various layers of history are uncov-
ered simultaneously.



Noah Schmitz
www.noahschmitz.com

My process involves devising a skeletal composition based on a system of symmetric patterns that are then 
disrupted and fragmented. The system of conventions that I set up for every piece are disordered into chaos 
by a cyclical routine of subtractive marks and erasures, in an attempt to simulate entropy.  The paintings 
I have created this year display a more cohesive body of work, demonstrating my material explorations of 
2020, where my work focused purely on experimentation and play, freeing me of the pressure to finish each 
work and allowing me to better grasp some of the reductive techniques that I use today, such as masking, 
scraping, and sanding.

Noah Schmitz is a 24-year-old artist from Massachusetts, now living and working in Brooklyn, NY. 
He first came to New York when he began pursuing his BFA in Painting at SUNY Purchase. Since 
graduation, he has been working as a gallery assistant, art handler, and film production assistant to 
support his studio practice. 

Joyce T. Shapiro
My work has been moving backwards in time and in an easterly direction, relative to study/influences. My 
focus has moved from 19th-20th century European artists to Japanese and Chinese traditional landscape and 
with it a liberating of the representational to a focus on the experiential. The reverse commuting of influ-
ence, that is from east to west blurs the boundaries of expectations and knowing. Landscape is my metaphor, 
allowing me to translate my experience of time, space and environment into a metaphor of my experience, 
understood by both eastern and western participants.

Rebecca Shkeyrov
www.rebeccarov.com

In her work, Rebecca Shkeyrov discovers flat shapes of color through observation to create a 
living form within a space.  Imagined elements of her paintings suggest intimate and surreal 
narratives. 

Priya Sridevi
www.priyasridevi.com/

Priya Sridevi is an artist living and working in Huntington, New York. Priya was born and raised in 
Bengaluru, India and came to the University of Missouri, Columbia in 2003, to do her graduate stud-
ies in Biological Sciences. Having no formal training in art, Priya’s artistic journey began while in 
graduate school where she worked mainly with dry media such as charcoal and pastels. Years later, 
she ventured into the world of acrylics, cold wax/oil, and other media. 

Priya’s paintings are mostly based on nature and landscapes. Her paintings are a combination of 
impressionism and abstraction, while some of her recent works also contain elements of abstract 
expressionism. Her works are known for texture and depth created by layering with acrylic gels 
and other structural media, giving viewers a perspective that is not just limited to the two dimen-
sions. Her paintings have been recognized in several juried art shows, and many of them are in 
private collections.



Abbey Stace
www.abbeystace.com

Abbey is a Philadelphia based mixed media artist. Her current works are investigations into mate-
riality, light and composition as well as the temperature and volume of color.  Inspired by natural 
textures and influenced by minimalist and color field abstraction her process involves the extensive 
layering and subsequent sanding or rubbing away of media and paint. These works reflect on the 
effects of time on matter and explore the potential synergy of oppositional materials.

Priscilla Steele
www.campbellsteele.com

Influences on my work are broadly diverse. Admiring the fluency of iconic drawings from the Renaissance 
to the urgency in the use of materials and abstraction in the works of Giacometti and Jenny Saville, I have 
developed a highly personal process with the creation of my figurative pieces. In them I aspire to embody as-
pects of being human that transcend the busy preoccupations of what is, simply, current. In a studio practice 
driven by process, I take metal plates prepared for etching, into life drawing sessions. Working primarily with 
burins and etching needles, I respond to both the model and its developing image on my plate. Lines accu-
mulate. The imperfection of early observation often yields inaccurate marks that, while not naturalistically 
“correct”, can carry a graphic potency that heightens the gestural immediacy of an image. I retain those as 
part of the piece, while I simply burnish out marks that are merely distracting. With this visual editing, I seek 
to achieve works in which the figure has a reason for being there.

Geoffrey Stein
www.geoffreystein.com

I paint to find out what I think about the world: to discover the things I do not have words for. I savor the 
slips of the hand that express one’s unconscious feelings. I am interested in the tension between abstraction 
and realism. I do not want to make an academic copy of the model or a photorealistic illustration. My paint-
ings explore the tension between what needs to be shown and what does not, the seen and the unseen.

In another, related sense,  my work is a portrait of the act of seeing. Brush strokes and discernible features 
hover, hologram-like, over blocks of color, paint strokes or collage. The paint’s behavior fluctuates between 
creating and disrupting the face the viewer has been conditioned to seek. Often, faces are missing “parts”— 
eyes, cheeks, noses. As the faces and figures give way to the marks, collages, and erasures beneath them, the 
presence of so many layers forms a record of the experience of seeing and describing.

Geoffrey Stein is a recovering lawyer, who has been painting full-time since 2000. He received a 
Certificate in painting from the New York Studio School in 2004, and an MFA from the Slade School 
of Fine Art, London in 2007. Stein lives and paints in New York City.

Camryn Stella
There is an assumption of a subject, setting, and story.

Rhonda Urdang
http//www.rhondaurdang.com/

My original archival research is Emperor Napoleon in His Study at the Tuileries, oil on canvas, 80.27” 
H x 49.25” W, by Neoclassical French artist Jacques-Louise David, c. 1812. This iconic painting now hangs in 



the National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC. With my feminist spin, I’ve depicted a modern Afropolitan 
Prince Napoleon wearing a hot pink leather jacket and Rococo slipper with rhinestones. Afropolitan is 
a term constructed from the name Africa and the ancient Greek word ‘politis’ meaning ‘citizen.’ It is an 
attempt at redefining African phenomena by placing emphasis on ordinary citizens’ experiences in Africa. 
Afropolitanism is similar to the older Pan Africanism ideology. However, it defines being an “African” in 
explicitly continent-wide and multiracial terms, and rejects all pretensions to victimhood. It’s unlikely that 
French Emperor Napoleon I in uniform in his study at the Tuileries Palace posed for his own portrait—
but had a poor Black servant do so instead. I’ve added alterations such as leopard print and an Afropunk 
London hairstyle to elevate his social stature as a trendy Afropolitan in the current global world.

Rhonda Urdang (nee Thomas, US, b. NE) is an independent studio artist working across multi-
ple disciplines who has been making and exhibiting her artwork since 1970. She has had a varied 
and interesting career. Rhonda received her BFA in painting from the University of Nebras-
ka-Omaha and worked as a journeyman color separation artist on high-fashion catalogs in the 
graphic arts industry in Phoenix. Since founding Flagstaff Feminist Art Studio, she has worked 
primarily in mixed media collage, digital manipulation, book art, femmage, painting and satire. 
Since leaving academia, the patriarchy, and pseudoscience behind (some things are folktales or 
misbelief), her ingenuity has flourished. Her thought-provoking pieces have been shown ex-
tensively in regional, national and international shows in 40 states. Rhonda’s visionary artwork 
responds to historical & world events, when painting and the female artist have been diminished, 
silenced, marginalized, and erased. She gains visual pleasure from unraveling the feminine mys-
tique while peeling away layers of buried eidetic memory in her innovative art practice. 

Human, civil, and worker’s rights have been vital social issues since an early age. More recently, 
she’s been exploring the aristocracy, multi-ethnic, Afropunk identities of Paris & London, and 
racial dynamics in intersectional modern culture— and has been reviving and reimagining 
neoclassical portraiture in a subconscious effort to bring about reparative justice and collective 
healing. Rhonda is interested in making contemporary art that challenges the narrative and wants 
to discover how art can be used to envision new forms of race and representation freed from the 
bounds of historic racial constraints. She has lived in Northern Arizona for 3 decades. Her work 
is informed by the people, place, and color palette of her surroundings, and by her personal life 
experiences. Some women are lost in the fire while others are built from it. The struggles for 
freedom and human dignity along the way were meant to shape her for her purpose: to look at the 
world through the female gaze. 

Christina Valenzuela
https://christinavalenzuela.com

Christina Valenzuela lives and works in Seattle, WA and is an MFA in Painting & Drawing at the 
University of Washington. She creates work that explores themes of memory, intimacy, identity, 
emotion, family, and psychosis, and seeks to portray honest accounts of personal experience.

Sean Walsh
www.seanwalshstudio.com

My recent work is focused on looking within and finding our connection to this world. 2020-2021: Living 
indoors, enduring the pandemic, our lives bombed-out, patching up our walls, rebuilding and repairing, 
and peering out at the universe.  



Native New Yorker Sean Walsh is a fine artist, art director/graphic designer, and illustrator living 
in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. Sean graduated from the SUNY Oneonta and continued to study fine 
arts and graphic design at F.I.T., School of Visual Arts, NYU, and The New School. He has partici-
pated in group shows for the Brooklyn Waterfront Artists Coalition, NUTUREArt, ART/CAN, The 
New Yorker, and others.

Leonard Yang
http://www.leonardyang.com

During the Summer of 2020, reeling from curtailed plans and job cuts amidst the pandemic, I left the 
United States to seek shelter temporarily with family in Singapore from the Covid-19 crisis. Having been 
suddenly transplanted across these two vastly different places, I found myself reflecting upon that experi-
ence, and longing for a place of utopic bliss free of suffering and pain.  

Using axonometric perspectives, romantic tones, luminous hues, thick and thin glazes of paint and a va-
riety of expressive gestures, my paintings became an encapsulation of an imaginary place where nature, 
our bodies, together with vernacular houses, homes and landscapes across different geographies and 
cultures intertwine to create a world of healing and hope. If only we could shed our differences, and our 
lived experiences blend with each other like in these dreams, perhaps the world will become better, safer, 
and kinder to everyone that inhabits it.

Leonard Yang is an artist working across New York, NY and Singapore. He works primarily in 
painting. Leonard most recently held a physical solo exhibition at Jalan Besar Salon Singapore, 
and an online solo exhibition with art-yourself studio, NY. He has exhibited in numerous group 
exhibitions that include Silvermine Gallery CT,  Local Project Art Space NY, La Bodega Gallery NY, 
Gallery MC, NY, Atlantic Gallery NY, Agora Gallery NY. Internationally, Leonard has exhibited in 
The Institute of Contemporary Arts Singapore (ICAS), The Visual Arts Development Association 
(VADA) Singapore, Dongdaemun Design Centre, Korea, and the National Gallery Indonesia. 

Leonard was a resident artist at the Goethe Institute, Jakarta, Indonesia in 2017. His paintings have 
been featured in interviews and publications with Singapore Unbound, the National University of 
Singapore, and the Goethe Institute, Jakarta, Indonesia. Leonard received his MFA from Parsons, 
The New School for Design, New York, in 2019.


